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by a homogeneous balladry through its mass; and it has passed,
more or less appositely, to denote such collections as Doncieux's
Romancero and Heine's Romanzero. Either usage is an admission
of a thing most perfectly exemplified in Spain; a uniform body
of narrative verse, severely objective in manner and capable of
traditional survival Similar masses of verse exist in Denmark and
Serbia, but neither the Vlser' nor the 'junacke pesrne' have given
rise to a collective term covering all their ballads.
The Spanish 'romances' are narratives In form and Intent, and
are thus sharply to be distinguished from the Franco-Italian songs,
which have a lyrical origin, and also from those of northern and
central Europe which have the form of a lyric even when their
matter and manner Is narrative. The Russian 'byliny' and the
Serbian 'junacke pesme' are also wholly narrative, and the latter
are often historically true. The 'romances' differ from them by
cultivating a more austere objectivity. Not merely is the lyrical
element slight or excluded altogether, but the slight subjectivity
Involved in the minstrel's words and presence is eliminated in some
ballads, leaving the characters in direct colloquy with the auditors.
They are intensely dramatic in a way rarely attempted by the
'junacke pesme', more often by the 'viser', and not at all by the
'byliny'.
4King Don Sancho, King Don Sancho,
never say youVe not been told,
from this city of Zamora
has gone forth a traitor bold;
he calls himself Vellldo Dolfos,
son of Dolfos, traitor old;
four the treasons he's committed,
with a fifth the tale is told.
If the sire was a foul traitor,
fouler is the offspring's mould.'
Shouts break out in the encampment:
'Sancho Js hit and lying cold:
murdered by Vellido Dolfos,
by the traitor overbold.'
Killed the king, he's fled for shelter
by a postern in the hold,
through the streets of fair Zamora
have his shouts and clamours rolled:
'Time it is to pay, Urraca,
if your promise you would hold.'      (Primavera 45)
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